The differential sensitivities of inner ear structures to retinoic acid during development.
In order to examine the mechanisms that underlie development of the inner ear, the normal processes were perturbed using all-trans-retinoic acid (RA). By implanting a resin exchange bead saturated with RA into stage 16 (Hamburger and Hamilton, 1951, J. Morphol. 88, 49-92) embryonic day 2.5 chick ears, it was possible to analyze its in vivo effects on inner ear development. There is a temporal window during which the developing chick inner ear is particularly susceptible to the effects of RA (stages 16-19). This RA period of sensitivity precedes evidence of gross morphologic or histologic differentiation by at least 24 h, suggesting that mechanisms controlling formation of key inner ear structures are already in progress. There is a dose dependence on RA, with increasing doses of RA generating increasingly severe phenotypic abnormalities. Data indicate that these effects are due to differential sensitivities of the various inner ear structures to RA during their formation. In general, the vestibular structures were more susceptible to RA effects than the cochlear duct. Furthermore, nonsensory structures such as semicircular canals seemed to display a greater susceptibility to RA than their associated sensory structures (i.e., cristae). Among the three semicircular canals, the superior canal was the most susceptible to RA treatment, whereas the common crus was particularly resistant, suggesting that the molecular mechanisms for each structure's formation are different. The defect in semicircular canal formation is due to problems in the initial outgrowth of the canal plate which in turn is related to a down-regulation of early otocyst cell proliferation. This perturbation model provides valuable insight into the processes involved in producing the intricate patterning of the inner ear.